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Lei Yang’s man is like a puppet who has lost his soul. He bet all his previous hopes on this opportunity. 

But in the end, it wasn’t that the basket was completely empty, and the old man Lei had never thought 

about letting him, an illegitimate son, replace Lei’s Pharmaceutical. 

Seeing that Mr. Lei was playing tricks or not, Yu Sheng narrowed his eyes. This is just fucking him naked. 

Yu Sheng said coldly: “Lord Lei, don’t blame me and remind you, if you obediently hand over Lei’s 

Enterprise to Lei Yang, I won’t care about it with you. If you still want to shame, you will be at your own 

risk. .” 

Lei Yang, whose face was ashamed, was full of gratitude when he heard that Yu Sheng actually helped 

him like this. 

Elder Lei’s complexion became extremely ugly, and Yu Sheng, an outsider, dared to tell him clearly. Now 

Zuo Wenyu’s illness has been cured, so no matter what, he will be useless for the rest of his life. 

Even if he offends Zhu Qingshan, Mr. Lei doesn’t care anymore. 

“Yes, I just didn’t plan to give Lei Yang’s medicine to Lei Yang. He was only born from a village girl in the 

mountains, and he was the worst kind of women I have ever played with. 

A son born to her kind of casual woman, how could I put Lei’s medicine in the hands of such a person, he 

is not worthy at all. ” 

Elder Lei also looked at Lei Yang with disgust, as if he had seen the village girl in Changbai Mountain. 

When he was young, he collected ginseng in Changbai Mountain. At that time, he felt uncomfortable if 

he didn’t do it for a day, and there were no women around him. 

Otherwise, if Lei Yang’s mother looks good, he wouldn’t sleep with a village girl, let alone hand over the 

company he had worked so hard for a lifetime to the hands of a village girl’s son. 

In the eyes of Grandpa Lei, the strips flowing on Lei Yang’s body were all dirty, and staying in his Lei’s 

house would count him as benevolent and righteous. 

When Lei Yang heard what Elder Lei said, the blue veins on his angry forehead became violent. How 

could he say that to his mother. 

Back then, he had to recite his mother’s infamy, and his grandfather was furious because of this 

incident. 

Thinking of this, Lei Yang rushed over. He wanted to catch the old man Lei and ask him a good question, 

but his people didn’t even rush over, so he was pushed aside by the subordinates of the Lei family. 

Lei Yang sat on the ground helplessly, tears in his eyes swirling in his eye sockets, he looked at Father Lei 

like this, gritted his teeth and asked: “How can you insult my mother like this?” 

Lei Chao was full of disdain. Seeing Lei Yang’s appearance, he even felt relieved and said, “Why, my 

father is wrong! You are the kind of a village girl born to you, a casual person like your mother. I don’t 

know if you are the Lei family. 

You are a wild species, and you want to be the chairman of Lei’s Pharmaceuticals. It’s a foolish dream! ” 

Lei Yang’s eyes were scarlet, and the two Lei family father and son insulted his mother one after 

another. This was something he couldn’t bear. 

Standing up from the ground, Lei Yang clenched his fists tightly. He had endured humiliation in the Lei 

family for 20 years. Lei Chao either beat or scolded him. 

He had never dared to refute, but at this moment, he clenched his fists and rushed forward without 

thinking. 



boom! 

Lei Yang was kicked to the ground by a group of people from the Lei family once again. 

At this time, Lei Chao was framed to Lei Yang’s face, and directly spit on Lei Yang’s body. 

Disdainfully said: “You don’t look at where this is, you still want to do something to me, you are just a 

wild species.” 

Yu Sheng on the side could no longer stand it anymore. The Lei family and his son had done too much. 

They took out their mobile phones from their pockets, and Yu Sheng dialed a call. 
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“Hey! What are the instructions of Dong Yu?” Xia Jun’s respectful voice spread over the phone. 

At this time, everyone in the hall noticed that Yu Sheng was talking on the phone, so they all focused on 

Yu Sheng, wanting to see what he was doing. 

Elder Lei thought to himself, this rest of his life shouldn’t be mad and stupid. After all, he is just a door-

to-door son-in-law. Is it possible that he can give the company to Leiyang that wild species by just 

making a phone call? 

All the people present also wanted to see what they wanted to do for the rest of their lives, so none of 

the people who had agreed to talk about it. 

“Does Sihai Group have any cooperation with Lei’s Pharmaceuticals?” Yu Sheng asked seriously. 

Xia Jun on the phone was stunned for a while and didn’t know what Yu Sheng was going to do, but he 

still didn’t dare to interrupt about the chairman. 

I checked it and replied: “Chairman, Lei’s Pharmaceuticals is just a small company, and it is a 

pharmaceutical company. There is no cooperation with our Four Seas Group at all, but I have a friend 

who is an executive of Lei’s Pharmaceuticals.” 

“In this case, the Lei’s Pharmaceutical business is left to you, and in ten minutes, I will see Lei’s 

Pharmaceutical go bankrupt.” Yu Sheng said lightly. 

Yu Sheng called and didn’t have a loudspeaker, so even if the scene was quiet, it just heard Yu Sheng 

talking by himself. 

But they were stunned just to hear what Yu Sheng said alone. 

Although the door-to-door son-in-law in front of him has used some means to heal Zuo Wenyu’s roots, it 

does not mean that he is capable of fighting the Lei family! 

As a member of the Lei family, they naturally understand the situation of Lei’s Pharmaceuticals. Their 

market valuation can also be worth two billion yuan. 

And the light and fluttering tone of Yu Sheng just called, as if Lei’s Pharmaceutical was like an ant in his 

eyes, and he would be crushed to death when he said that he was crushed to death. 

The people of Lei’s family at the scene all thought that the words Yu Sheng just said were funny, and 

they all thought he was stupid by the old man. 

Only Zhu Qingshan and Lei Yang understood that this was true for the rest of their lives. The Lei family 

had just solved Zuo Wenyu’s problem, and this crisis of bankruptcy might not be escaped. 

“Yu Sheng, you are pretending to be too much. How could Lei’s Pharmaceuticals be closed because of 

your flirtatious words, saying that it is closed, hurry up! My Lei family does not welcome the waste of 

soft rice.” Lei Chao is not polite at all. Said. 

He felt that staying in Lei’s house for the rest of his life would pollute the air of Lei’s house, and he 

completely regarded it as a lingering garbage for the rest of his life. 

Yu Sheng sneered and said, “Is it true or not? You won’t know if you wait ten minutes? Don’t worry, the 



failure of Lei’s Pharmaceuticals is not my ultimate goal. After all, there are still two scumbags of your 

father and son who have not dealt with it!” 

When Grandpa Lei saw Yu Sheng’s appearance, he also didn’t care about it. 

“Come here, to arrest this for the rest of my life, and even dare to rumors, how can my Lei family go 

bankrupt if they fail.” Old man Lei coldly ordered the servants. 

“Why, I can’t wait for ten minutes, do you want to do it now? Since you want to do it so much, then I 

will ask a few people to accompany you to move your hands and feet.” 

After Yu Sheng said these words with a gloomy expression, he sent a message to Du Fei, asking him to 

come to Lei’s villa quickly. 
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Seeing that Yu Sheng still dared to call someone, Mr. Lei was totally unconcerned. As long as he was a 

door-to-door son-in-law for the rest of his life, even if he had some medical skills, he could call someone 

to oppose the Lei family. 

The people of the Lei family have already surrounded the rest of their lives tightly, and it’s just a matter 

of a word from the old man. 

Seeing this situation, Zhu Qingshan pointed at Old Lei’s nose and cursed: “What do you mean by Lei 

Family? Yu Shen cured Zuo Wenyu and saved Lei Family. Is this how your Lei Family treats benefactors?” 

Lei Chao curled his lips in disdain, “Don’t talk, you rough old man, if it wasn’t for the inconvenience of 

activities, I would have beaten you up. 

I fucking kneel to you and ask you to come over. You didn’t come. I didn’t want to deceive you when you 

thought of Leiyang, a wild species. If you had come here sincerely, there would have been so many 

things. NS? ” 

Seeing Zhu Qingshan’s excitement, Yu Sheng patted him on the shoulder and shook his head. For the 

rest of his life, he wanted to see how much his Lei family could be. 

“Doctor Yu, the Lei family is really too much. It’s nothing more than going back and forth. Now we are 

still arrested. From now on, I will definitely not accept Lei’s patients at the Zhu Medical Clinic.” Zhu 

Qingshan said with an angry beard. . 

For the rest of his life, he didn’t put these people in his eyes. After all, after their Lei family had lived 

today, there was no future to speak of. 

Zhu Qingshan’s words were not at all polite. Since the Lei family and his son were planning to tear their 

skins with Zhu Qingshan, they would naturally not tolerate him saying this to the Lei family. 

So Lei Chao winked at his men, and one of them immediately understood, rolled up his sleeves and 

quickly came to Zhu Qingshan, planning to tidy up the bad old man. 

The bastard saw that his fist was about to hit Zhu Qingshan’s body, but he was caught by his arm by 

someone unexpectedly. 

The next person took a closer look and found that the person holding his arm turned out to be Yu Sheng, 

with a fierce look on his face, and his other hand hit Yu Sheng’s nose. 

I couldn’t help but slander in my heart, a broken doctor who even dared to stop him was the first to 

fight. 

But the man’s fist still didn’t fall on Yu Sheng’s body. His whole body flew out, hitting another 

subordinate’s body before stopping. 

Yu Sheng had already discovered this when the Lei family’s servant planned to take action. He didn’t 

think that the Lei family would really dare to take action against Zhu Qingshan, this old man, it was 



simply too much. 

The rest of his life was about to speak something, but Lei Yang took a step ahead of him and spoke. 

“How can you do this? I wish the genius doctor a good age, and you still dare to attack him, even if you 

have opinions on me, please don’t involve them with the genius doctor.” 

As soon as Lei Yang’s voice fell, he was kicked severely by the Lei family’s servant. 

“Is there any reason for you to speak here?” Lei Chao looked at Lei Yang with contempt. If Lei Yang 

didn’t speak, he almost forgot the wild species. 

He was slapped twice by his father, and was cleaned up by the servants of Lei’s family, and then cleaned 

up by the people led by Zuo Wenyu. 

Seeing Lei Yang’s intact appearance again, his heart is definitely unbalanced! So I wanted to vent my 

anger on Lei Yang. 

Lei Yang got up from the ground for a long time, clutching his stomach, staring at the father and son in 

front of him, and gritted his teeth and said: 

“The Lei family’s affairs today are too much. Lei Yang, I, cut off relations with the Lei family today. From 

now on, the Lei family’s affairs will not have anything to do with me!” 

When Lei Yang said this, everyone in the Lei family looked at Lei Yang as if they were looking at a fool. 

“Yeah, Leiyang, a wild species, dares to sever ties with the Lei family, so courageous.” 

“Severing relations with the Lei family at this time is utterly stupid.” 

“Yeah, I have endured it for more than 20 years, and I have to endure it for a year or two. If Mr. Lei is 

dead, he may be able to divide a few hundred thousand. Now that we sever the relationship, I don’t 

have any money.” 

A smile appeared on Lei Chao’s face. This Lei Yang was really stupid by himself, and even said such a 

thing, but that’s fine. 

Elder Lei slammed the crutches in his hand directly at Lei Yang, and cursed: “Even if you don’t say to 

sever ties with the Lei family, I will expel you, a wild species, from the Lei family!” 

The crutches hit Lei Yang’s forehead, and blood flowed from his forehead in an instant. 

Yu Sheng on the side narrowed his eyes. If he did, he could easily clean up such a person. 

But this wasn’t what he wanted. Looking at the time on the phone, the corners of Yu Sheng’s mouth 

rose slightly, revealing a dangerous smile. 
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At this moment, Grandpa Lei’s cell phone suddenly rang, and when he saw a call from Lei Hong, who 

was in charge of Lei’s pharmaceuticals and other matters, he connected it without thinking. 

“Chairman, something big happened in the company. I don’t know what happened. People from the 

Inspection Bureau suddenly visited us and checked our Lei’s Pharma. Even we checked out the inferior 

medicines from the grassroots medicine. .” 

On the phone, Lei Hong anxiously explained all the company’s affairs to the old man Lei. In short, their 

Lei family was over. 

Moreover, the things they did secretly in the Lei family were turned over by others, and it was inevitable 

that they would be jailed. 

Elder Lei is not good for a little more than sixty now. If he is in jail, he will never think of the things he 

committed in this life. 

When Mr. Lei made a call just now, he was using PA. All the Lei family present had heard it, and all of 

them looked very ugly. 



In the end, everyone’s eyes fell on Yu Sheng. The rest of his life said ten minutes ago that they would 

bankrupt the Lei Family. They didn’t believe it at the time. They thought that in just ten minutes, the Lei 

Family was really bankrupt. 

For the rest of his life, it’s definitely not as simple as they thought, but it’s no use knowing it now. 

Elder Lei sat on the chair feebly, thinking that if Zuo Wenyu’s matter was resolved, the Lei family would 

be able to turn the danger into a barbarian, but thought that this crisis would be even more dangerous. 

Not only did Lei’s Pharmaceutical Company go bankrupt, but even his old bones had to spend a few 

years in prison. 

At this moment, Lei Chao broke free to support his subordinates, resisting the pain in his body, and 

came to Elder Lei. 

He said: “Father, the police will be coming soon, what should we do? I don’t want to go to jail! You must 

think of a way!” 

The old man Lei was already so ashamed, he didn’t even think that his eldest son was still so 

unbelievable. 

Raising his finger to Lei Chao’s nose, Mr. Lei didn’t even say a word of irritability. 

Lei Chao grabbed Old Lei’s hand, and said anxiously: “Father, or else we will run away while the police 

are still not here, as long as we escape to a foreign country, there will be nothing to do.” 

Elder Lei also wanted to say that Lei Chao only knew how to escape when he encountered something, 

but then he thought about it now that they really had no other way to survive besides running away. 

The father and son supported each other, and they didn’t take anything, so they wanted to run away 

quickly. 

And the subordinates who surrounded the Lei family knew that the Lei family was going to die, and who 

would care about them for the rest of their lives! Thinking about how to run the road! 

Yu Sheng watched all this with cold eyes, and there was no way Elder Lei and the others were prevented 

from escaping, and Du Fei should have come over time, it was absolutely impossible for them to escape 

if they wanted to. 

He didn’t think that his death was imminent, and Elder Lei was still looking at his useful eldest son, and 

he didn’t even look at Lei Yang. 

This reminded Yu Sheng of Mrs. Yang, who was exactly the same as the old Lei in front of him. 

When she was in the Yang family, Mrs. Yang preferred Yang Jian’s family no matter what she was doing, 

and never looked at Yang Zihuan. 

Even though Yang Zihuan saved the Yang family’s company from water and fire several times, but the 

old lady Yang was Xiang Pian Yang Jian. In the end, the company was messed up by Yang Jian, and she 

was also annoyed by her favorite grandson. 

This time, Mr. Lei and Lei Chao had arranged that when the driver was about to leave, the door was 

blocked by a group of people led by Du Fei. 
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“Yeah, where do you plan to go, Elder Lei, in such a hurry?” Du Fei looked at the hurried Elder Lei with a 

ridiculous expression on his face and asked. 

The road to the gate of Lei’s villa was blocked by a group of young men led by Du Fei. 

He couldn’t figure out why Du Fei, a well-known underground king in Qiancheng, had just found their 

house today? 

Looking back at Yu Sheng, Mr. Lei directly denied his idea, and Yu Sheng just showed Feng Shui to a few 



rich families. He was just a liar. 

Although Mr. Lei was anxious, but when someone like Du Fei came to Lei’s house, he didn’t dare to 

neglect at all! 

If you offend Du Fei, you may be hacked to death by Du Fei before the police arrive. 

Elder Lei was so anxious, but he still had to respectfully say: “Brother Du, why are you free to come to 

me today? 

Unfortunately, I just happened to have something, so I am afraid that I will be waiting to entertain you 

today. Can you give me an exit and I will have something to do? ” 

Du Fei looked at Old Lei playfully as if he did not understand, and said with a smile: “Even if it’s not 

working, Lao Yu specially asked me to clean up your father and son. If you leave, I will clean up who will 

go!” 

Hearing this, Mr. Lei’s face turned pale after a brush, and he whispered: “Lao Yu?” 

A flash of lightning flashed in his mind, and the father and son looked back at Yu Sheng, and saw that Yu 

Sheng was looking at them with a joking expression. 

It was only then that Father Lei and Lei Chao realized that not only was Lei’s Pharmaceuticals closed 

down, but they also had no way to leave Lei’s house today. 

And what dominates his destiny is that they have always looked down on him, thinking that he is a 

wasteful son-in-law eating soft food for the rest of his life. 

The old man Lei Chaolei looked desperate. Turning around, the father and son knelt in front of Yu Sheng 

without hesitation, crying bitterly. 

“Doctor Yu, we were wrong. Now that Lei’s Pharmaceuticals is closed, we have nothing. Please don’t let 

me go to jail, okay?” 

Seeing Mr. Lei and his son Lei Chao and his son kneeling in front of him, Yu Sheng didn’t show any 

sympathy. Instead, he looked at Lei Yang and said, “You will take care of the two of them.” 

Lei Yang also had no idea that Yu Sheng not only solved Zuo Wenyu’s affairs, but also was willing to help 

him in this way, which made him very grateful to Yu Sheng. 

“Thank you, Doctor Yu, Lei Yang is willing to look forward to you in the future.” Lei Yang directly knelt on 

the ground and smashed Yu Sheng. 

Yu Sheng beckoned him to stand up, and Lei Yang turned his gaze to Lei Chao and Lei Old Man. 

Elder Lei didn’t even think that Yu Sheng would let Lei Yang deal with him, and he was delighted. Lei 

Yang was just a soft persimmon. He gave him ten darings and didn’t dare to cruel his father. 

Then he looked at Lei Yang amiably, and said warmly: “Lei Yang, I am your father! The person who 

brought you into this world. 

You have lived in Lei’s family for so many years, and you have feelings for this family and company. You 

can ask a genius doctor to let them let our family go! ” 

At this time, Lei Chao had the same thoughts as the old Lei. He also looked at Lei Yang pleadingly, and 

said in a good voice, “Brother, no matter how you say I am also your relative, you must not bear that we 

were killed. Bar? 

It was true that I did something wrong before, but now I know it was wrong, and I won’t be the 

chairman of Lei’s Pharmaceuticals with you anymore, so let God Doctor Yu let us go. ” 

Listening to the words of the father and son, Lei Yang felt extremely ridiculed. If they had said these 

things before these things had happened, and had not insulted his mother, maybe Lei Yang would have 

softened his heart, and would even be touched. 

It is a pity that just half an hour ago, it was the father and son who insulted his mother, saying that his 



mother was unscrupulous, saying that her mother went to the mountain village aunt, saying that he was 

not from the Lei family. 

Lei Yang can still remember these! 
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“Lei Guangcheng, you and I have already severed the relationship between father and son. I am no 

longer your son. My mother died of depression. You must stay in Changbai Mountain and confess for a 

lifetime before my mother’s grave.” Lei Yang said indifferently. . 

Then his gaze fell on Lei Chao, and he said: “As for you, after a good life, I will also accompany Lei 

Guangcheng to pick ginseng in Changbai Mountain, and experience the hardship of picking ginseng.” 

Go to Changbai Mountain? 

Both father and son have sad faces on their faces. The place in Changbai Mountain has been cold for 

many years, and there is no Internet connection in the mountain, which is basically isolated from the 

world. 

The reason why Elder Lei had been there when he was young was because he had to go to do business, 

but where he stayed for a month or two was a torment for him. 

If you let them stay till death, it would be better to be in jail! 

Grandpa Lei went on fire all of a sudden, and pointed at Lei Yang’s nose and said angrily: “Why did I give 

birth to you, an ungrateful thing? Look at my current body, and even let me go to such a place, not 

sincerely wanting my life. ?” 

Lei Chao didn’t even think that Lei Yang would actually let him go to a place like Changbai Mountain 

where birds don’t shit, where not only the environment is bad, maybe even a woman exists. 

This is something that he has no way of accepting it, saying that he can’t go to Changbai Mountain. 

Lei Chao came to Lei Yang’s side and grabbed his collar and cursed: “What do you think you are, aren’t 

you just a wild species? I don’t like to give me shoes on weekdays. It’s so impatient to even dare to 

retaliate against me like this!” 

With that said, Lei Chao still wanted to hit Lei Yang. Yu Sheng raised his leg and kicked Lei Chao several 

meters away. 

Yu Sheng coldly looked at Lei Chao, who was lying on the ground like a dead dog, and said coldly: “I think 

Lei Yang’s previous punishment was still too light. 

They were ordered to go down and send these two people to Changbai Mountain. They will not be 

allowed to come out for life, and give them a house that barely shelters them from wind and rain, and 

let them work hard to make money by themselves. 

And this Lei Chao, looking for someone to slap him a hundred slaps every day, he can’t fall for a day until 

he died! ” 

Du Fei’s men had already found the car, picked up the old man Lei and Lei Chao, who had been lying on 

the ground for a long time, and threw them into the car, and went to Changbai Mountain. 

The matter this time can be considered a satisfactory solution, and Lei Yang’s grudges can also be 

reported, but the Lei’s Pharmaceutical Company has gone bankrupt. 

It wasn’t his own after all, Lei Yang didn’t care about it either, but he knelt directly in front of Yu Sheng. 

“Thank you, Dr. Yu, Lei Yang has no repayment for your kindness, and is willing to be a cow and a horse 

for you!” Lei Yang knelt on the ground and kowtowed Yu Sheng heavily. 

Yu Sheng helplessly lifted Lei Yang from the ground, and said: “You gave me a thousand years of snow 

ginseng. It is part of me to help you do these things. As for the failure of Leiyang Pharmaceutical’s 



company to break through bankruptcy, it is just a word from me. Things. 

From now on, the company will be handed over to you. You will take good care of the company. At that 

time, I will invest 500 million yuan in your company. I hope you can do better than Lei Guangcheng. ” 

As for why Yu Sheng invested 500 million in Lei’s Pharmaceuticals, it was because he felt that the 

thousand-year snow ginseng was worth 500 million. 

And the thing that helped Lei Yang was because Yu Sheng still admired Lei Yang more and felt that he 

had his own shadow on him. 

As soon as Yu Sheng’s voice fell, Lei Yang was excited and wanted to kneel down for Yu Sheng, this time 

Yu Sheng hurriedly stopped. 

“Okay, okay, don’t kneel down, try hard to make the company bigger and bigger so that I can get more 

dividends.” Yu Sheng said helplessly. 

Lei Chao and his party burst into tears, and the words of gratitude for Yu Sheng’s tens of thousands of 

words were all turned into one sentence: “Well, I will.” 

Since then, Lei Yang changed his surname no longer Lei, but followed his deceased mother’s surname 

Zou, Zou Yang. 

And Lei’s Pharmaceutical has also changed to Zou’s Pharmaceutical. 

After leaving Lei’s villa, Yu Sheng stretched out refreshedly, feeling a little more relaxed all over his body. 

After getting a thousand-year snow ginseng, Yu Sheng is confident that he can touch the threshold of 

the great master realm with this thousand-year snow ginseng. 

At this moment, Yu Sheng’s cell phone rang suddenly, and when I opened it, I saw a message from 

Magnolia: Yu Sheng said okay to attend my grandfather’s birthday banquet. There are three days left. I 

will remind you to remind you, don’t forget. , I am waiting for you in Shangjing. 

Finally, Magnolia made a red lips expression. 
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The October 1st holiday was over and Xiaoshui was about to start school again. During the period, Yang 

Zihuan came once and said that he would take Xiaoshui away, but for the rest of his life he refused 

directly. 

And after a week, the divorce was formally discussed. If it weren’t for the rest of their lives, the two 

might have already divorced. 

I explained to Du Fei that I needed to go to Beijing for three days, and the task of picking up Xiaoshui fell 

on Du Fei. 

Fortunately, the relationship between Xiao Shui and Du Fei is still relatively good. Even if he leaves, as 

long as there is Du Fei, Xiao Shui will not coax. 

When I arrived at the airport, Yu Sheng did not dare to delay, because it was almost time to board the 

plane. After the ticket gate, Yu Sheng got on the plane in a hurry. 

Although the time was tight, the overall situation was reasonable and orderly. Seeing that he was about 

to get on the plane, Yu Sheng breathed a sigh of relief. 

At this moment, behind Yu Sheng, a young man in his early twenties ran in a hurry, still shouting: “Let’s 

let it go! Let’s let it go!” 

The young man’s speed was so fast that he smashed Yu Sheng into a woman’s side. Fortunately, Yu 

Sheng was not an ordinary person, and stabilized when he was about to touch the woman in front of 

him. 

Yu Sheng took a deep breath, and when he looked at the young man who hit him, he had already walked 



far to find his place and sat down. 

I understood that I was in a hurry, I didn’t want to miss the plane, so I was anxious. It was normal. For 

the rest of my life, I didn’t plan to care about that young man, so I planned to find my place. 

At this moment, there was a woman’s angrily voice. 

“Hey! You guy, wouldn’t you even say an apology when you hit someone? It’s just a little polite.” 

Hearing the sound, Yu Sheng looked back and found that it was the woman he had almost met before. 

The appearance is not bad, it is a little beauty, the woman is tall, and she looks like a height of 1.65 

meters in high heels. 

Wearing a tube top and navel-exposing outfit on the top, the two lumps on the chest are full and ready 

to come out, and underneath is wearing an ultra-short leather skirt with black stockings. 

It still looks very sexy all day long, but the makeup is too thick and the lips are too thin to give people a 

bitter and mean feeling, which is not the type that Yu Sheng likes. 

Yu Sheng just glanced at the woman roughly, and said in doubt: “Miss, I didn’t seem to have met you 

just now. If you made me apologize so much, I’m sorry.” 

Doing more is worse than doing less. Yu Sheng didn’t plan to care more about this woman. He was now 

thinking about what birthday gift he would prepare for Mr. Bai. 

Wang Kexin looked at Yu Sheng’s lukewarm attitude, which made her feel extremely dissatisfied, the 

man who looked like her own heavenly fragrance and country didn’t even look at it. 

This is the first time Wang Kexin has seen someone who ignores her. This is the biggest insult to her 

beauty. 

At least I should say politely to him, the beauty was just my fault, not the lady! Isn’t her appearance 

worthy of the title of beauty? 

Thinking of this, Wang Kexin wanted to take care of the rest of her life, so she stuck her whole body on 

the beautifully dressed man who looked forty to fifty years old beside her, and said grievously: 

“Brother Xu, look at that person, what is his attitude! He doesn’t seem to apologize at all. He just ran 

into someone’s house, and he ran into him here.” 

As Wang Kexin pointed to his chest, he said, “Here, only Brother Xu will touch him alone. Brother Xu, 

you have to be the master of Kexin!” 
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Wang Kexin is a pretty person, and now she is acting like a baby. Even a man can’t stand it. Shen Xu is no 

exception. He has fallen into Wang Kexin’s gentle village. 

He stretched out his hand and patted Wang Kexin’s back, and touched her small buttocks by the way, 

and said with an awe-inspiring expression: “You dare to be polite to my Kexin baby, that is not to put 

Shen Xu in my eyes. , Let’s go and meet him.” 

At this moment, Wang Kexin raised her red lips and showed a smirk. Didn’t the man not put her in his 

eyes? Then don’t think about getting better today. 

The Shen Xu next to her is not an ordinary person. He is the assistant to the mayor of Qiancheng. 

Although he is an assistant, he is also an assistant to the mayor. It is a far cry from other assistants! 

It’s more than enough to deal with the poor girl who was just now, maybe just telling Shen Xu’s identity 

can scare the man to his knees directly. 

At this time, the rest of his life was looking at the phone casually, hoping to find inspiration for giving 

gifts to the old man from the phone. 

At this moment, Yu Sheng’s shoulder was slapped heavily. It was too sudden that Yu Sheng’s phone 



almost fell to the ground. 

“Boy, did you know that it made me unhappy, Kexin baby? If I apologize now, I won’t care about you.” 

Shen Xu stared at Yu Sheng and threatened. 

Wang Kexin looked at Yu Sheng with a triumphant expression on his shoulders. 

A poor woman in economy class, and the clothes all over his body are all on the floor, maybe less than 

two hundred yuan, which makes Wang Kexin, who has always been arrogant and accustomed to 

accustomed, look down upon. 

Although she was born in an ordinary family, she was a street vendor since she was a child, but she grew 

up pretty since she was in high school, and many boys gave her things. 

At that time, Wang Kexin had made a lot of rich boyfriends by virtue of her good long-term advantages. 

Now she is fond of Shen Xu, naturally her tail is up to the sky, and she doesn’t like Yu Sheng’s kind of 

poor sex at all. . 

When Yu Sheng realized that it was the male partner of the woman he had almost met, clutching his 

shoulder, a pair of swords frowned. 

But I still didn’t plan to have too much entanglement with the two people in front of me, so Yu Sheng 

said coldly: “Let go of your hand!” 

Shen Xu didn’t even think that Yu Sheng would dare to speak to him like this, he was dissatisfied, and 

Wang Kexin was still by his side, showing it toward him. 

“Does your kid know who I am? Hurry up and apologize to my girlfriend, or I will let you have good 

fruit.” Shen Xu said angrily. 

At this moment, when a 50 or 60-year-old woman next to Yu Sheng took her grandson and saw Shen 

Xu’s face clearly, the whole person was excited. 

He waved his hand at Shen Xu and said, “Assistant Shen, I never thought it was you! I also saw you on 

TV, but I never thought I could see you as a real person today.” 

The aunt said, looking up and down at Shen Xu, and exaggerated: “Assistant Shen himself is much more 

handsome than what he saw on TV.” 

In fact, Shen Xu is forty-five years old this year, because he is mostly obese and has a beer belly. He has 

nothing to do with the word handsome. 

But when he heard others praise him, Shen Xu let go of the hand holding Yu Sheng, straightened his 

body, and coughed slightly and laughed: “There is no such thing.” 

The two exchanged a few words, Shen Xu still pretended that he was the assistant to the mayor in his 

words, and he looked high. 

After being recognized, Shen Xu can no longer continue to trouble the rest of his life. If he is 

photographed and posted on the Internet, his position will be lost. 

After comforting Wang Kexin, the two entered the first-class cabin, wanting to wait for the rest of their 

lives after getting off the plane. 

Chapter: 789 

The two got into first class, and Yu Sheng was in the economy class and couldn’t find any trouble for the 

rest of his life. The rest of his life was also happy. 

The plane took off immediately, so he had to turn off his mobile phone, planning to close his eyes and 

wait for the plane to get off. 

However, the voice of the cartoon in my ear was so loud that there was no way to clean it up for the rest 

of my life. 



Turning his head to see, it was the grandson of the aunt who had spoken to Shen Xu before, who was 

watching a cartoon, and the sound seemed to be at its loudest. 

At this moment, a young and beautiful flight attendant also noticed the situation here, came over and 

smiled and said to the aunt: “Hello, the plane is about to take off, can you turn off your phone first?” 

The aunt curled her lips and said disapprovingly: “Why can’t my grandson watch a cartoon?” 

Speaking of this, the aunt murmured a little, but the voice was not too small, and the beautiful 

stewardess still heard it. 

“It’s really a dog who is nosy with mice!” 

The smile on the stewardess’s face became stiff as soon as she said this. She was also a short time ago as 

a stewardess. She had been trained before, but she hadn’t met such a person before, plus she was 

insulted. She had a pair of beautiful big eyes. Some are red. 

However, she can’t just ignore her duties, she still smiled and said: “Please also turn your hands on the 

door, otherwise all the passengers will be affected by you.” 

“Who have I affected? My grandson wants to watch cartoons. I spend so much money on a plane to not 

let my grandson watch cartoons. It’s unreasonable.” The aunt still said reluctantly. 

Then he touched his grandson’s head, and said with a face of dozing, “My dear grandson, today is the 

king of heaven, Lao Tzu, and grandma will let you finish watching the cartoon.” 

He glanced at the stewardess, as if provoking her. 

The beautiful stewardess was holding her skirt in her hands, and the smile on her face couldn’t hold 

back completely. She looked worried and didn’t know how to solve this matter. 

For the rest of his life, he was a little unbearable and didn’t want to look at a stewardess in 

embarrassment. In addition, this was also wasting his time, so he still had to take care of this matter. 

“Auntie, don’t embarrass the stewardess, and get her hands on the machine!” Yu Sheng persuaded me 

kindly. 

Who knows that as soon as he spoke, the aunt’s fire came up, shouting at Yu Sheng, “I’m delaying her 

job to take care of you. Isn’t she taking such a high salary to serve us?” Just shut up.” 

Being so arrogant and unreasonable was beyond Yu Sheng’s expectation. He didn’t want to talk so much 

nonsense with his aunt. Yu Sheng planned to grab the phone of his aunt and grandson and shut it down 

directly. 

At this moment, the man of a young couple in the back seat said, “Hey, auntie, this is your fault. I advise 

you to hurry up and get you off the plane, or you will be blasted off the plane.” 

The aunt was displeased when she heard this, and immediately replied: “You drive the plane? Or kick 

me off the plane, ah!” 

Who knows that it’s okay for her not to speak. When she said that, people close to her began to point to 

the aunt, saying that she was going to drive her off with her grandson. 

When everyone said this, the aunt panicked. This was the first time she took a plane. Wouldn’t it be 

ashamed if she really wanted to be dared to go down? 

Angrily took the cell phone from his grandson back, turned it off directly, and put it back in his bag. 

Her grandson obviously didn’t care, crying and coaxing to watch the cartoon, the aunt had to comfort 

her grandson Haohao to be obedient. 

The matter here was resolved, and the beautiful stewardess was also relieved and bowed to the person 

who had spoken to her before. 

Then he looked at Yu Sheng with a grateful look, and thanked him sincerely: “Sir, really thank you for 

helping me speak.” 



Yu Sheng nodded and didn’t say anything, while at the same time the aunt looked at Yu Sheng with a 

spiteful expression. 

Chapter: 790 

The plane took off normally, and it didn’t take long for the rest of his life to stop. The aunt and her 

grandson in the place next to him had never lived in leisure. 

The aunt gave her grandson Haohao a wink, and the little guy immediately noticed. Haohao smiled, took 

out the gum he was chewing on, and looked in the direction of Yu Sheng’s pants. 

Holding the chewing gum with his saliva in the little hand, he wanted to stick it to Yu Sheng’s pants. 

When his trick was about to succeed, Yu Sheng grabbed Hao Hao’s hand and pressed his hand hard, 

causing Hao Hao to pinch gum in his hand and stick it to his own hair. 

When he reacted, the little guy cried with a wow, hid in his grandma’s arms and burst into tears. After 

crying for a long time, no tears came out. 

The aunt felt so distressed, she glared at Yu Sheng and cursed: “How do you look like this? How can I 

stick chewing gum on my grandson’s head?” 

Yu Sheng indifferently shrugged and said: “Your grandson wants to stick gum on my pants. Do you know 

how expensive my pants are? What if you can’t afford to pay for it? I just did this to stop the loss in time. 

.” 

The clothes Yu Sheng wore today were the most valuable pants. Magnolia bought a suit for Yu Sheng in 

order to let Yu Sheng attend her grandfather’s birthday banquet. 

It’s just that for the rest of my life I didn’t get used to wearing suits, jackets and leather shoes, and didn’t 

like restrained ties, so I wore a pair of pants from a pair of clothes bought by Magnolia. 

The pants are simple and low-key, and there is no brand logo on them, but Yu Sheng still remembers the 

price on the receipt, which is 168,800. 

It seems to be a privately-made brand in Italy. Yu Sheng likes to keep a low profile and doesn’t know 

much about it. 

The aunt was unhappy, and looked at Yu Sheng with a disdainful face, and said: “Why is it all yours? My 

family Haohao is only a child. What do you care about as an adult and a child? 

Even if he sticks chewing gum on your pants, what can you do? Just like you, how much is a pair of pants 

worth? I can’t stick gum on my grandson’s head anyway. ” 

At this time, the aunt’s grandson didn’t pretend to cry anymore, relying on her grandma’s support, she 

wanted to take revenge for the rest of her life. 

So I spit on the top of Yu Sheng’s trousers. 

The aunt looked at her grandson with a cowardly look, and allowed her grandson to spit at Yu Sheng. 

That way, as long as Yu Sheng dared to do something to her grandson, she would do it. 

People like her are nothing more than pretending to be sick to scare people, and maybe they can still 

waste some money for the rest of their lives. 

Who would let him dare to stick chewing gum on his grandson’s head, then he would definitely not 

make him feel better. 

After spitting out a few mouthfuls and still not suffocating, Haohao took out another chewing gum and 

chewed it out again after a while. 

Without saying anything, he glued it to Yu Sheng’s trousers. All these Yu Shengs were in his eyes. From 

the moment Haohao spit, Yu Sheng frowned. This time he didn’t intend to stop him. 

This time, Haohao successfully put chewing gum on Yu Sheng’s trousers, and also deliberately pulled the 



old man, seeing that Yu Sheng had no reaction, he took out his watercolor pen from his small schoolbag. 

The pants Yu Sheng was wearing were gray. Haohao took out a black watercolor pen, opened the lid and 

scribbled on Yu Sheng’s pants. 

In a short while, the rest of his life’s pants were painted everywhere by the little boy. 

 


